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Harley-Davidson Bulfinch
Donny is the Winner of the 2012 International Book Awards. Donny Petersen has been educating motorcycle
enthusiasts about Harley-Davidson bikes for years. Now, he has combined all his knowledge into a twelve-
volume series masterpiece and this third book is one that every rider will treasure. Petersen, who has studied
privately with Harley-Davidson engineers and has spent thirty-six years working on motorcycles, is sharing
all of his secrets! As the founder of Toronto’s Heavy Duty Cycles in 1974, North America’s premier
motorcycle shop, the dean of motorcycle technology teaches about the theory, design, and mechanical
aspects of Harleys. In this third volume, discover: 1. How to identify the Evolution models. 2. Why the
Evolution models are better. 3. Everything you need to know about engines. 4. Troubleshooting every facet
of the Evolution. And so much more! The Harley-Davidson Evolution The Japanese had more than quality.
Their arsenal included acceleration and speed combining with good braking and handling. They could
design, tool-up and build a new motorcycle in a mere eighteen months. The flavor of the day could easily be
accomplished with this organizational skill and dexterity. On top of this they had lower prices. The Gang of
13 took over a failing company or did they? By 1982, Harley-Davidson sales went into a tailspin with
plunging production. The USA was in a deep recession. Adding to the perfect storm was the flood of Asian
imports that many believe were being sold in the U.S. below their manufactured costs. Whether this was true
or not, how did a small country a half-world away manufacture a quality product that was faster, handled
better, and was less expensive? Furthermore, these import motorcycles were more functional. Well, of course
they did because USA motorcycle manufacturing offered old clunker styling that was slower, did not handle
well, and broke down all the time! And for all of this, Harley-Davidson’s cost more. Insulting if one thinks
about it. It is not that the Evolution was that good relative to their competitors because in my opinion it was
not. However, the Evolution was stellar relative to what went before. I was a loyal Shovelhead rider,
necessarily becoming a mechanic along the way. I like the rest of my ilk would never consider riding any
other product. I did not care that a Honda might be functionally better, less expensive, and not require my
newfound mechanical skills. Honda simply did not give what my psyche craved. Importantly, H-D dropped
its lackadaisical attitude towards copyright infringement, particularly with knock-off products. Harley-
Davidson became extremely aggressive against the counterfeiting of their trademarks. It licensed use of its
logos with all manner merchandise that was embraced by mainstream America followed by the world
including the Japanese. H-D then saw the birth of HOG, the most successful marketing and loyalty campaign
in the annals of corporate sustenance. The world embraced this pasteurized version of the outlaw subculture.
You might meet the nicest people on a Honda but Harley riders are all about cool. They adapt a pseudo-
outlaw lifestyle that emulates freedom and individualism. They spend much of their time adopting one
charity or another to prove they really aren’t bad. Many charities benefitted greatly during the Harley boom.
Can these riders be contesting the Honda mantra of niceness? The previous owners AMF deserve much credit
for the success of Harley-Davidson. They gave the Gang of 13 a platform from, which to launch. These new
guys were brighter than bright. They put a management team together that knew no bounds in success. I am
sure that Marketing 101 in every business school teaches and will continue to teach their brilliant story.
Harley-Davidson became the epitome of American manufacturing and marketing, the darling of capitalism at
its finest. Think about it! How could a rusty old manufacturer whose time had drifted by reach such pinnacles
of success? Well, H-D had a little help along the way with two main sociological factors: 1. The post World
War II baby boom, the aging bulge in American demographics looking for adventure and whatever (safely)
came their way. 2. A generation that worked hard; raised families and then looked back at what they had
missed in their youth. Harley-Davidson embodied the freedom and adventure they lacked. Harley-Davidson
was granted two decades, in which to plan a lasting and viable future. It sought to be the motorcycle of
mainstream America. The world would follow. This venerable company almost pulled it off. The Motor
Company updated technology both in their manufacturing venue and in the product itself. H-D balanced on a
near-impossible fulcrum, maintaining tradition on one side and complying with environmental dictates on the
other. The Evolution’s successor, the air-cooled Twin Cam introduced in 1999 with great success. H-D
continued to grow and prosper. I have always viewed the Twin Cam as a transitional model embracing the
past but leading into a future of overhead cams and water jackets. The new H-D V-Rod’s technological
marvels are a wonderful attempt but as much as the Factory hoped, mainstream Harley riders did not take the

bait en masse. After all they had their psychological needs. These attempts did not prevent dark clouds from
appearing on the horizon: 1. Inexorably, the post World War II baby boom’s bulge has grown older, losing
interest in reclaiming youth with interests shifting elsewhere. Who is to take over this downsizing market?
Who will be left to support the Motor Company in the style it has become accustomed? 2. In my humble
opinion, the masters of marketing did not fill the coming void of consumers. I think H-D is good at pretty
much everything except lowering prices for the incoming generations. Nor have they developed affordable
and desirable product lines for the youth. Certainly, the Factory began to enjoy economies of scale in
manufacturing. I for one do not think they have used their profits wisely for continued prosperity. Will I
continue to ride a Harley at age 62? Sure I will but I was riding them before they became cool. I am not a
dentist looking for a safe walk on the wild side or a movie star acquiring the in-bauble of the day. The
Evolution motorcycle saved the Hog’s bacon but a new savior is now required.
Harley-Davidson Sportster Performance Handbook, 3rd Edition Penguin
Harley-Davidson Sportster: Sixty Years tells the complete story of the Sportster. First produced in
1957, it has gone on to become one of the top selling motorcycles of the twenty-first century.
Harley-Davidson Te Neues Publishing Company
Sumptuous official 100th anniversary book. The inside story told for the
first time by the grandson of the founder.

The Harley-Davidson Reader Osprey Publishing
If you've felt the unabashed freedom that comes with a motorcycle, then you know
the Harley lifestyle. The Life Harley-Davidson takes a deep look at all aspect of the
life that comes with these bikes. From the moment we first saw riders experiencing
the joy and the freedom that can only be found riding a powerful motorcycle down an
open road, many of us have been hooked on the life Harley-Davidson. The Life:
Harley-Davidson celebrates that freedom. The Life Harley-Davidson covers all
aspects of the Harley lifestyle, profiling celebrity Harley fans like Elvis Presley,
Hunter S. Thompson, Peter Fonda, and Arnold Schwarzenegger. All the iconic
machines are here, too, like the Sporster, Electra Glide, and Fat Boy. The book also
explores all the major types of custom Harleys, like Bobbers, Choppers, and Cafe
racers. This is about more than just motorcycles, though. It’s about community,
gear, and tattoos. It’s about B movies, like The Wild One, The Wild Angels, and Wild
Hogs. And, of course, television’s Sons of Anarchy, a program that ignited interest in
the life Harley-Davidson among a younger generation of rebels. Chapters cover the
one percenter outlaw club scene, focusing on international clubs like the Hells
Angels, Outlaws, Pagans, and Dragons.
Harley-Davidson� 2022 Motorbooks
Hotly anticipated new edition of a cult bestseller. Revised and updated
tribute to the Milwaukee legend: history, models, and engines. Thrilling
reportage of Harley-Davidson rides and lifestyle.
Harley-Davidson Motorbooks
A vivid visual record of America's most popular pickup trucks The most complete history
available of Ford's greatest pickup A comprehensive compilation of detailed
specifications and photos of over 50 years of Ford pickups A year-by-year review of the
Ford F-series pickups Detailed information on prices and options Examines in detail both
limited edition and mass-produced F-series pickups Loaded with color photos including
Lightnings, Harley-Davidson and King Ranch F-series. This book examines all aspects of
the history of one of Ford Motor Company's greatest successes: the F-series pickups.
Complementing a detailed text examining annual model changes, options, specifications
and the unique appeal of Ford's limited-edition and high-performance pickups are
hundreds of illustrations, nearly all in color.

Harley-Davidson Veloce Publishing Ltd
Now updated to include the latest motorcycles, this definitive Harley-Davidson
history is filled with "inside" information and valuable data. Features Harley-
Davidson's entire production history, with special information for restoring any of
the classic models. 284 illustrations, 14 in color.
Harley-Davidson Motorbooks International
Get the full story of the one incredible engine that launched the motorcycle engine to

stand up against automotive engines: the Knucklehead.

Harley-Davidson Wolfgang Publications
The Harley-Davidson Source Book is the ultimate curated survey of the ultimate
motorcycle. It details the most significant designs and models throughout the
Motor Company's history.

The Heroes of Harley-Davidson Motorbooks International
One-hundred years of Harley-Davidson is often reduced to a tale of a
machines. Equally fascinating, and often overlooked, are the men and women
behind the machines. The Harley and Davidson founder, the engineers, the
racers, the designers, the dealers, the flesh-and-blood heroes made the
company and the bikes the success they are today. This book was written in
cooperation with the Motorcycle Hall of Fame Museum to accompany an
exhibit that opened in 2003. After a brief introduction, the book is divided
into three sections; 1. Heroes of H-D; 2. Exhibition catalog; 3. H-D historical
overview.
101 Harley-Davidson Evolution Performance Projects iUniverse
Updated for a new generation of bike lovers, Ultimate Harley Davidson is a
visually stunning and comprehensive history of Harley-Davidson that charts
the company and its bikes decade by decade. From the moment the first
model rolled out of a backyard shed in Milwaukee, through Harley's postwar
golden age, to the sought-after bikes that distinguish the company today,
Ultimate Harley-Davidson presents seventy of the most beautiful and
coveted Harleys of all time. Whether it's the 1911 V-Twin or the 1999 X1
Lightning, the seventy Harley-Davidson bikes examined are presented in
minute detail, with close-ups of the engines and in-depth technical
specifications.
The Complete Harley-Davidson Crestline
Presents a pictorial history of Harley-Davidson motorcycles, detailing prices, production
information, colors, and specificiations for each model.
Harley-Davidson Sportster Chartwell Books
Keep a veteran mechanic at hand with this updated version of the best-selling manual for
Harley-Davidson owners who want to hop up their machines. Created with the weekend
mechanic in mind, this comprehensive, illustrated guide clearly and concisely outlines
101 projects that will improve the power, handling, and ride of Evolution-engined Harley-
Davidson motorcycles. Drawing on years of hopping up and living with Evo-engined Big
Twins and Sportsters, author and Harley-Davidson technician Kip Woodring provides
step-by-step instructions for projects ranging from the basics of simple maintenance to
the finer points of altering gearing, upgrading ignition, and making the changes that make
a bike unique.
The Big Book of Harley-Davidson Motorbooks
The Authority for Collector Car Pricing With 760 pages of pricing at your fingertips, the
2012 Collector Car Price Guide is the ultimate resource for car hobbyists. Whether
you're looking to find a price on a blue ribbon show car, or a beater station wagon, you
can find out what it's worth, and what people are paying for it, in the most comprehensive
price guide on the market. • More than 250,000 accurate price listings for cars of all
eras • Exclusive 1 to 6 condition grading places values in all conditions, from show car
to parts car • Covers every mass-produced U.S. car, light trucks, and select imported
cars and trucks • Explanation of the 1 through 6 condition rating system This is the only
resource with pricing back to 1901! About the Author Ron Kowalke is a respected author
and price analyst in the collector vehicle hobby. He is the editor of Old Cars Report Price
Guide and technical/auction editor of Old Cars Weekly News & Marketplace. Kowalke
analyzes and reports on the results of approximately 100 collector vehicles auctions
annually.

Ultimate Harley Davidson Penguin
Art of the Harley-Davidson Motorcycle pulls together the best of David
Blattel's Harley-Davidson portraiture. This deluxe edition sports a special
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leather-look cover, poster-sized gatefolds, and frameable garage art in an
internal envelope.
The Harley-Davidson Source Book Osprey Publishing
Many people modify their Harley-Davidson engines--and find the results
disappointing. What they might not know--and what this book teaches--is
that emphasizing horsepower over torque, the usual approach, makes for a
difficult ride. Author Bill Rook has spent decades perfecting the art of
building torque-monster V-twin Harley engines. Here he brings that
experience to bear, guiding motorcycle enthusiasts through the
modifications that make a bike not just fast but comfortable to ride. With
clear, step-by-step instructions, his book shows readers how to get high
performance out of their Harleys--and enjoy them, too.
The Harley-Davidson Book - Refueled National Geographic Books
Harley-Davidson Electra Glide Malcolm Birkitt.Once again Birkitt provides an
amazing variety of images from across the US and Europe, including police
machines and some of the finest examples of Harley-Davidson customs to be
found anywhere. Sftbd., 8 1/4"x 9", 126 pgs., 14 b&w ill., 11 color.

Harley-Davidson Knucklehead Motorbooks International
Put a veteran mechanic on your bookshelf. From simple 15-minute jobs such
as lubing cables and bolting on new air cleaners to more advanced tasks
such as cam changes and swapping heads, this how-to guide offers carefully
selected projects you can do in a weekend. Color photographs guide you
step-by-step through each performance project. Explains why each project
should be done and what performance gains you can expect.
Ultimate Harley-Davidson, New Edition Motorbooks
A pictorial celebration of the first 95 years of Harley-Davidson motorcycles.
Ford F-150 Pickup 1997-2005 Motorbooks International
H-D -OCLBIRKITT, M
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